Always best connected services (ABC) allow multimode mobile terminals to stay connected to the best available networks, at anytime according to user preferences. One of the key aspects in realizing such ABC service is mainly attributed to an effective and dynamic access network selection process. However, most of the previous works consider the access network selection process as a static optimization problem which fails to address the dynamic QoS conditions intrinsic in wireless networks. One of the main challenges remaining is to find an efficient way of obtaining dynamic QoS parameters such as available bandwidth. In this paper, propose a novel dynamic access network selection algorithm capable of adapting to prevailing network conditions. Proposed algorithm is an estimation process where network selection in heterogeneous wireless environment (WiMAX & WLAN) performed using available bandwidth estimation relies on dynamic parameters designed using .net.
INTRODUCTION:
ABC networks and services have gained much attention recently and have been adopted as one of the main drivers of 4G evolution. Together with the demands of ubiquitous connectivity and high data rates in 4G networks, the importance of interworking between existing and possibly new radio access technologies (RAT) are prevalent since the available resources of any single network is insufficient to meet such requirements. In a nutshell, 4G has been envisaged as a congregation of complementary heterogeneous RATs where seamless services could be provisioned dynamically through the most efficient network based on user preferences and prevailing network conditions [1] .
Further, 4G would converge into an all-IP network for integrating different RATs [2] . With the introduction of new RAT such as worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) in the near future, we consider a heterogeneous IPbased 4G architecture comprising of WLAN and WiMAX as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Figure 1: Using Handheld Devices in Mobile, Portable and Public Hotspot Environments [2]
The inter-working capabilities between WiMAX and WLAN enable service providers to deliver consistent, transparent, and user-friendly broadband services to their subscribers. (See Figure 2 ) Achieving this transparency requires two key elements: Multi-mode subscriber devices that can communicate on both WiMAX and WLAN networks and the ability to provide service across WiMAX and WLAN networks when users move between them. This is generally implemented through a controlling Access Service Network Gateway (ASN GW) and common Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) service functionality located in the service provider network. The IP-based core network enables easy exploitation of existing mobile IP techniques to achieve seamless handover with QoS support [3] . However, the access network heterogeneity demands an efficient network selection scheme such that users can be best connected through multi-mode terminals.
Most of the previous research works relating to ABC service either consider access network selection as static optimization problem which did not sufficiently address the dynamic nature of the network conditions obtaining dynamic QoS information such as available bandwidth altogether. So a new 4G architecture required to overcome the challenges of collecting real-time QoS information necessary for network selection. Moreover, the access network selection is triggered only when the service class or access point changes which undermined the varying network conditions otherwise. The key limitation to ongoing research remains as no efficient way to obtain dynamic QoS information such as available bandwidth estimation required for network selection. Since 4G networks would be predominantly based on multimedia traffic, it is also important to consider the effects of selfsimilar traffic apparent in the IP-based core. These motivate us to estimate the available bandwidth of heterogeneous wireless networks as a dynamic QoS parameter for optimum network selection. In our algorithm the available links must be ordered to determinate the best interfaces for the most important attribute. The simplest ordering technique is to make the network ordering based on one network parameter however it is not the best solution. The network selection algorithm must depend on the requested services. The ordering algorithm must be able to determine automatically the best interface and the interface order that fulfills the user's requirements. The parameters provided from network that the terminal uses for making the decision of multimedia applications are available bandwidth. Available bandwidth measurement is done by using online bandwidth estimation technique based on .net.
In this paper, available bandwidth estimation techniques that have been used for network selection in heterogeneous environment (WLAN & WiMAX). In addition, a novel .net based bandwidth estimation technique is discussed, especially the characteristics required to make it an efficient method. The paper is organized as follows. Section II represents related work to network selection in heterogeneous environment; Section III describes the experimental set-up that has been built, whereas Section IV represents the design of available bandwidth estimation algorithm and its characteristics. Section V describes the simulation results. Finally, Section VI provides the conclusions and the future work in this direction.
RELATED WORK:
A number of researchers have proposed some network selection algorithms in the literature. A novel user preference oriented network selection algorithm (UPNS) was proposed, by combining entropy theory and fuzzy analytic hierarchy process algorithm (FAHP) with service level agreement (SLA) management model [4] . In [5] , an effective access network selection algorithm for heterogeneous wireless networks was proposed that combines two Multi Attribute Decision Making (MADM) methods, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method and the Total Order Preference by Similarity to the Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method. In [6] they proposed an optimal distributed network selection scheme in heterogeneous wireless networks considering multimedia application layer QoS. QoS aware path selection scheme was proposed in [7] , which estimates required bandwidth ratio based on the QoS requirements of target service and the SINR of each path. The proposed scheme could select the optimal path which can satisfy the QoS requirements among many heterogeneous wireless networks that change dynamically. They [8] introduced the muxer Global Arbitration Process (GAP) that balances application-oriented ratings of networks while optimizing the usage of communications resources and simultaneously meeting the application and user requirements.
Besides deciding which single network an application should use, GAP considers network bundles as well as a proactive delaying of data transfers as additional options to reach a global optimum for all applications running on the device. In [9] proposed a network selection algorithm which bases its decision on the estimated energy consumption. The proposed solution enables the multimedia stream to last longer while maintaining an acceptable user perceived quality by selecting the least power consuming network. Unlike previous works, this paper proposes a network selection criterion which uses an estimated available bandwidth as a dynamic parameter for real-time applications in order to select the best bandwidth efficient network.
ARCHITECTURE OF HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS:
The general WLAN/WiMAX interworking environment consider for network selection in heterogeneous wireless network by using dynamic parameter as available bandwidth estimation is illustrated in figure 3 . The necessary changes in both WLAN and WiMAX systems are rather limited as it will integrate both systems at the IP layer and relies on the IP protocol to handle mobility between access networks. The main characteristic of this architecture is to assume two overlapped cells of a Mobile WiMAX and a WLAN, where both cells are served by a Base Station (BS) and an Access Point (AP) respectively. The mobile terminal has dual interfaces: WiMAX and WLAN. To select the always best connected (ABC) network in this environment, an available bandwidth estimation scheme is proposed. As the mobile device (cellular phone, laptop, palmtop etc.) moving one place to another according to the user preference the network is automatically selected. In the following section, available bandwidth estimation algorithm for network selection is presented.
4.
PROPOSED AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION ALGORITHM FOR NETWORK SELECTION:
Network performance depends on many factors. To understand the state of the network, modern operating systems support various performance monitoring mechanisms. Though useful, these features tend to drastically oversimplify the analysis of network performance. The performance of a wireless network connection depends in part on signal strength. Received signal strength (RSS) is a measurement of the power present in a received radio signal. In general, the received signal r t at the time instant t can be expressed as [10] r t = a t s t−τ + v t .
(1)
Here, s denotes the transmitted (pilot) signal waveforms, a t is the radio path attenuation, τ is the distance-dependent delay and v t is a noise component. Between a computer and access point, the wireless signal strength in each direction determines the total amount of network bandwidth available along that connection. The available bandwidth (ABW) at a link is its unused capacity. Since, at any time, a link is either idle or transmitting packets at the maximum speed, the definition of the available bandwidth ought to look at the average unused bandwidth over some time interval T. Thus [11] ,
Where A i (t, T) is the available bandwidth at link i at time t, C i is the link's capacity, and λ i is its traffic. The available bandwidth along a path is the minimum available bandwidth of all traversed links. A novel network selection scheme based on these performance parameters. The flow graph in figure 4 represents the logic of network selection based on available bandwidth estimation along with received signal strength (RSS) technique for finding always best connected criteria in heterogeneous environment for multimedia services. Because of multimode mobile device the user have opportunity to avail number of wireless network together. In this paper it is considered that of laptop has two interfaces capable to access WLAN and WiMAX networks. The selection of network depends upon the user preference that means on the application currently running. If the application is based on multimedia services, then the foremost requirement is bandwidth. So selection of the network depends on the network having more available bandwidth. To find out the more available bandwidth between the available networks (WLAN & WiMAX) is calculated turn by turn. First of all select one of the available networks then download file of specific size from that particular network interface and note the time duration. The size of the file download required not to be large or nor to be small. Because if the size of file is large then it will take more time and more cost which is not preferable and if the size of the file is small then it can't accurately calculate the available bandwidth estimation. Download file size = 2397 KB is considered for testing purpose. The interface has the high available bandwidth that is selected for the real time multimedia services as per user preference. In the following section, the practical implementation of the proposed algorithm is shown.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION ALOGRITHM FOR NETWORK SELECTION AND DISCUSSIONS:
In this paper, WLAN (IEEE 802.11) and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) based platform is constructed, as shown in Figure 3 , the platform includes access point, base station and a number of dual mode mobile clients (laptops, cell phones or palm-tops ). A software platform for this architecture for network selection in this heterogeneous environment is developed by using .net. The software architecture of dual mode client is shown in figure 5 as follows. However, there is no such client readily available. In this paper, developed of the dual mode client is done as shown in figure 6 . All the real implementation and experimental results proves the efficiency and effectiveness of available bandwidth estimation algorithm because in this algorithm measure available bandwidth by taking average of readings so that it will show more accurate estimated bandwidth rather than showing the only one instance estimated available bandwidth. It can be considered as a practical solution for seamless communication among heterogeneous wireless networks by accurate network selection for multimedia services.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
In this paper, described the design and a real world implementation of proposed algorithm, for ubiquitous Internet access in heterogeneous environment of WLAN and WiMAX. Both hardware and software systems are developed for integrating WLAN and WiMAX networks. Practical implementation has been deployed in BSNL Office, Jalandhar. Through extensive experiments and testing, dynamic access network selection algorithm based on dynamic parameter i.e available bandwidth has been proved to be effective and efficient for real-world applications. Depending upon the availability of the network the selection is performed between WLAN and WiMAX networks by available bandwidth estimation whereas availability of the network is confirmed by measuring received signal strength (RSS). Proposed work provides insights into practical deployment of heterogeneous wireless network and is valuable to future researches. Also, it is important to notice that although proposed algorithm consists of WLAN and WiMAX networks, but it can be easily applied to heterogeneous environments composed of other wireless networks, e.g. 3G networks.
In the future, extensive performance testing and analysis to provide more quantitative results can be done. Proposed algorithm can be improved in different aspects viz. delay due to calculation of available bandwidth and cost of downloading a specific size of file.
